The program schedule is subject to change. Please contact Jared Albert with questions***
• **Empty Nesters** premieres Monday, July 31 at 10/9c
  Robin and Sid are high school sweethearts who raised three children in their suburban home. For over 20 years, all their home improvements have centered on the kid’s spaces. Now, with their children away at college, the house is too quiet for these empty nesters. Sid is determined to put the smile back on Robin’s face and finally give her the sophisticated master bedroom sanctuary she has talked about for the past two decades.

---

**DAYTIME SERIES PROGRAMMING**

**RETURNING SERIES**

**Blazing Team (Season 2)**
*Series Returns Saturday, July 22 at 7a/6c*
**TV-Y7 (FV)**

**BLAZING TEAM** brings viewers into the mystical world of “Yo Kwon Do,” a practice that blends the skill of the yo-yo with the power of martial arts. In each half-hour episode, teens Parker, Scott, Maddie, Wilson and Johnny work together to become the ultimate **BLAZING TEAM** by following the guiding principle that balance in all things is key to achieving full potential. Thanks to their ongoing training with Yo Kwon Do master Lao Shi (and his pet duck Taco), these teens-turned-heroes work to stop those that have been transformed and infected with shards of darkness.

- **Darkness Descends** premieres Saturday, July 22 at 7a/6c
  Led by Vikki, the Blazing Team fights a new enemy -- a dark entity conjured by Yao Long. Meanwhile, the Order of Anarchy finally meets Yao Long and realizes they serve him now. Upon learning the team has defeated his Entity, Yao realizes they are tougher than he first thought, so he decides to raise the stakes for future battles.

- **The Order in Chaos** premieres Saturday, July 22 at 7:30a/6:30c
  When the Order of Anarchy question his power, Yao Long gives them Dark Energy characteristics of their totems that also put them under his control. Facing these new hybrists, the Blazing Team are only able to get away with Vikki's help, but it's Parker’s ability to unlock a Yo Kwon Do connection to the element of fire that gives the team hope moving forward.

- **The Boy Who Cried Yo** premieres Saturday, July 29 at 7a/6c
  Parker tells the team that Lao Shi spoke to him via his yo-yo, so he becomes obsessed with making contact again. Meanwhile, they have bigger problems in the form of a new Dark Entity conjured by Yao Long -- a shapeshifter which causes more mayhem around Union City and eventually leads the team to turn on each other as it assumes their different physical appearances to confuse them all.

- **Three’s a Crowd** premieres Saturday, July 29 at 7:30a/6:30c
  Parker accompanies Wilson on a camping trip, but instead of a relaxing weekend in nature, the boys find themselves facing a Chimera Entity summoned by Yao Long. With only each other and their survival skills to count on (and with a little help from Taco), the boys must save their fellow campers from falling under the Chimera’s Dark control and defeat the powerful three-headed entity.

---

**MOVIES/STUNTS**

**My Little Pony: Equestria Girls: Movie Magic**
*U.S. Premiere Saturday, July 1 at 11:30a/10:30c*
**TV-Y**

The overjoyed Equestria Girls have been specially invited by A.K. Yearling to visit the set of the upcoming ‘Daring Do’ movie! For super-fan Rainbow Dash, watching behind the scenes as her favorite heroine comes to life is a dream come true. However, when a rare prop from the set goes missing and puts the entire movie on hold, Rainbow Dash’s dream becomes a nightmare. The Equestria Girls take it upon themselves to track down the missing prop and end up trotting into a real-life Daring Do adventure!

**Cake Boss: Epic Patriotic Cakes**
*World premiere Monday, July 3 at 9/8c*
**TV-PG**

Discovery Family and the **CAKE BOSS** celebrate all things red, white and blue leading up to the Fourth of July by taking a look at Buddy’s most patriotic cakes. Pledge allegiance to these crowd-pleasing cakes that will make you proud to be an American with designs that pay homage to the Statue of Liberty, Mount Rushmore, Fleet Week and more!
Fourth of July Movie Night
Tuesday, July 4 beginning at 8/7c
Celebrate Independence Day on Discovery Family with family movies SHREK FOREVER AFTER and EVAN ALMIGHTY. Contact Jared_Albert@discovery.com for a full schedule.

Firehouse Dog
Network premiere Saturday, July 8 at 9/8c
TV-PG (L)
Rex, Hollywood’s top K-9 star, gets lost and is reluctantly adopted by a young boy. His father, fire chief of a rundown station agrees to the adoption only if his defiant son takes care of the K-9. Little do they realize Rex will not only bring them closer but also bring some much-needed faith back to the fire station.

My Little Pony: Equestria Girls: Mirror Magic
U.S. Premiere Saturday, July 8 at 11:30a/10:30c
TV-Y
When Sunset Shimmer returns to Equestria as a pony, she meets new pony Starlight Glimmer and agrees to bring her back through the mirror portal to experience life as a human girl at Canterlot High. However, while Sunset Shimmer is away, a revenge-seeking Juniper Montage finds a beautiful hand mirror enchanted with Equestrian magic and it’s powerful enough to make things disappear into limbo, trapping them between two realms. Sunset Shimmer and Starlight Glimmer return to find the Mane 6 missing and Juniper Montage acting extremely suspicious. Will Sunset Shimmer and Starlight Glimmer save the girls, or are the Mane 6 lost in limbo for good?

“Friendship Fridays”
Every Friday in July at 4/3c
Each week, from Friday through Wednesday, Discovery Family invites young viewers and their parents to vote for their favorite MY LITTLE PONY: FRIENDSHIP IS MAGIC episodes and characters at www.discoveryfamilychannel.com and on Facebook @DiscFamily. Episodes from the winning series air back-to-back every Friday afternoon at 4/3c.

“Sing-A-Long Sundays!”
Every Sunday in July at 9a/8c
Discovery Family is taking in-home karaoke to a whole new level! Every Sunday in July, the network features musical episodes from your favorite animated series and adds a bouncing ball so viewers can sing-a-long with their favorite Discovery Family characters!
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